Topics in Astrology – Spring-Summer 2021

Judith Robert, Ph.D. and Carol Lloyd will present stand-alone classes on special topics in
Psychological Astrology. Each meeting will be a presentation on a new topic with class chart
examples. Classes will be held on the 4th Wednesday of the month at Sacred Waters from 7-9
pm. Suggested donation, $20 per class. Class size will be limited to 10 participants. We will
social distance, chairs 6’ apart and require masks.
A basic understanding of astrology is required (meaning of planets, houses, signs). Participants
will have an opportunity to apply the principle taught to class charts. If you would like to share
your chart during the class please send your birth data (date, time and place of birth) to the
respective teacher at least two days before class. If you would like a copy of your chart with the
class topic highlighted but prefer not to discuss chart in class, please indicate this preference. (If
the teacher has your birth data from previous classes you do not need to resend.)
March 24, 2021 – “Saturn Square Uranus: 2021 ‘The Year of the Contrarian”” with Judith
Robert
Ray Merriman has called 2021 “The Year of the Contrarian” as Saturn squares Uranus from
January through December. The god of authority, limitation and denial is in conflict with the
progressive god of innovation who steals the divine fire to bring about change. Are we ready
for the unexpected winds of change? Review the meanings of these gods and where these
transits fall in your chart this year. RSVP to JudithARobert@gmail.com If you are new to the
class please provide your date, time and place of birth.
April 28, 2021 – “Your Mars/Neptune Cycle: Fighting Infectious Agents” with Judith Robert
Mars the “Berserker” rushes headlong into battle. Fighting foreign soldiers and standing up to
invaders. But the God of Oceans, Neptune, breaks down barriers, defenses and washes over
land. Reviewing our Mars/Neptune Cycle enables us to see times when our fighting spirit can
break down; times when we feel weak, lack stamina and may be prone to infectious diseases. It
is also time for reverie, contemplation, active imagination and artistic expression. Get a copy of
your Mars/Neptune Cycle for 2020-2022. Review the past year and learn to pay attention to

how you express this energy in your life. RSVP to JudithARobert@gmail.com If you are new to
the class please provide your date, time and place of birth.
Also, review your diary and find one date (month and year) of time you recall having to spend
time on the couch or in bed fighting a nasty flu; or excited about time spent in creative work.
May 26, 2021 - Mercury Retrograde with Carol Lloyd
Have you ever felt that you take three steps forward and two steps backward to make
progress? That’s not your imagination! That could be Mercury Royd. In this class, learn how to
manage Mercury Retrograde cycles to avoid the most common frustrations. Be prepared; the
next one starts on May 29th. RSVP to CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com If you are new to the class
please provide your date, time and place of birth.
June 23, 2021- Eclipses and Moon Phases with Carol Lloyd
Life is much easier when you can “go with the flow.” It’s tough paddling upstream. Earth’s
natural bio rhythms are based on moon phases and eclipse cycles. In this class, find out how to
move in sync with the cosmic flow of life to reduce stress and increase your sense of well-being.
RSVP to CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com If you are new to the class please provide your date, time and
place of birth.
Biographies:
Judith Robert received her diploma from Liz Greene’s Centre for Psychological Astrology in
London, in 2011, her Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Northwestern University in Evanston
in 1984 and her diploma from the Jung Institute in Chicago in 1995. She has a consulting
practice in Psychological Astrology in South Bend, IN. JudithARobert@gmail.com
Carol Lloyd has been an astrologist since 1988 and has taught classes since 1992. Carol has
studied various astrological systems, including Medieval, Western, Vedic, Babylonian,
Cosmobiology, and Chinese Four Pillars. Horary astrology is one of her specialties as she enjoys
using astrology to get answers to life's many questions. CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com

